PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Introducing Team-One: Teamwork Made Simple
Teams are more diverse, dispersed, digital and dynamic than ever.* They expect
messaging and collaboration tools that are both advanced and easy to use.
Team-One is an all-in-one business messaging and collaboration app built for today’s modern workforce and the first solution
to integrate the three vital and interrelated aspects of work management – communications, tasks and content – into a single,
shared workspace. Team-One enables workers to chat, take notes, assign tasks, manage files, host live meetings, and more, all
in one place, from anywhere and on any device.
Personal Workspaces
Team-One is the only messaging-based collaboration app to
support personal productivity. It allows you to begin your day
with a snapshot of everything you’re working on. With your
Personal Workspace, enjoy one place for Notes, Tasks, and
Files that are accessible only to you.

1-to-1 Workspaces
Chat, share Files, send Notes, and assign Tasks privately
between you and another team member. Start a Live Meeting
and share your screen for real-time communication. With its
built-in contextual intelligence, Team-One puts all of your
relevant information for your one-on-one interactions at your
fingertips. Be productive and efficient, together!

Team Workspaces
Teamwork is made simple with Team-One. Persistent
workspaces keep everything in one place and allow you to
launch voice calling, video conferencing and screen sharing.
Plus seamless integrations with popular apps, such as
Salesforce, Box, and Google Docs, assure your teams have all
the tools they need, right there.
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Team-One Key Features
Features the modern workforce demands - all in one app.

Business Chat

File Sharing

Group & Private Messaging: Chat 1-on-1 and keep
conversations private or talk with everyone in a group.

Drag & Drop: Share anything from documents and images to
audio and video.

Search: Find historical messages and content quickly
and easily.

Embed: Attach a File to a Note or a Task, creating easy to
track references.

Sync: Messages and content are instantly accessible across all
your devices.

Comment & Follow: Comment on a File or add Followers for
instant updates when others Comment.

Persistent Workspaces

Content-in-Common

Work in One Place: All of your Chats, Notes, Tasks and Files
are organized in one place.

Powered by BroadSoft Hub: Team-One dynamically presents
all the information and content you have in common with
you colleagues.

Persistent Life: Enjoy easy access to Workspace information
as long as you wish.
User Permissions: Manage members, assign admin rights and
invite external collaborators via email.

Presents Micro Views of Google, Office 365 Mail and
Calendar, Salesforce and Twitter apps.
Enables 'Quick Actions' with the app Micro Views without
leaving Team-One!

Notes

APIs, Bots & Integrations

Capture and Organize Notes: Jot down a meeting recap or
just capture your thoughts before they escape.

Developer API: Set up your own integrations to create
interaction between your applications and Team-One.

Collaborate around Notes: Share Notes with all Workspace
members and let them comment.

Messaging Bot API: Chat with bots for a quick and
convenient way to look up information.

Share with Everyone: Add followers to Notes so Workspace
Members get notified when content is updated.

Integrations: Take advantage of pre-built integrations with
apps such as Salesforce.com, JIRA, Marketo, and Zendesk.

Live Meetings

Task Management

Conferencing: Launch HD instant video conferencing with
any/all Workspace members.

Create, Assign & Track Tasks: Turn Notes into Tasks to track
completion of an action.

Screen Sharing: Share your screen with Workspace members
and annotate what you share.

Email to Tasks: Create new Tasks by forwarding emails into
Team-One.

Integrated Experience: Enjoy easy-to-join group meetings,
desktop sharing and voice calling.

Calendar Integration: Assign due dates that sync with
your calendar.

Want to learn more?
If you're interested in seeing Team-One in action, please contact your local rep
today for a demo!
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